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The Semantics of Control Infinitives: 
A First Introduction to De Se Attitudes 

 
1. Non-Finite Control Complements and De Se Attitudes 
 
(1) Two Sentences that Seem Very Close in Meaning 
 
 a. Dave expects he will win. 
 b. Dave expects to win. 
 
 
Having developed a semantics for propositional attitude verbs like believes, we have the basic 
tools to develop an analysis of sentences like (1a). 
 

• Can / Should we extend those tools to sentences like (1b), with non-finite complements? 
 
 
(2) Towards an Analysis of Sentence (1a) 
 
 a. The Function ‘Expectations’:   

Just like ‘belief’-worlds, we could maybe introduce sets of ‘expectation’-worlds 
 
  Expectations(x, w) =  the set of worlds where x’s expectations in w are realized 
 
     = { w’ : x’s expectations in w are realized in w’ } 
 
 b. Lexical Semantics for ‘Expects’ (based on [[believes]]): 
 

[[ expects ]]w   =     [ λp<st>  : [ λx : For all w’ ∈ Expectations(x,w): p(w’) = T ] ] 
 
     p is true in all the worlds where x’s expectations are met 
 
 c. Predicted Truth-Conditions for (1a): 
 
  (i) Syntax:  [ Dave1 [ 1 [ t1 [ expects [ he1 will win ] ] ] 
 
  (ii) Predicted Truth-Conditions: 

o For now, we’ll ‘fudge’ the presence of will in the complement clause... 
 

[[(1a)]]w  = T  iff     For all w’ ∈ Expectations(Dave,w): Dave wins in w’ 
 
         In every world where Dave’s expectations in w are met, Dave wins. 
 
 

… Easy peasy, right?... 
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Can we apply this to the case of the non-finite, ‘Control’ sentence in (1b)?... 
 
(3) Towards an Analysis of Sentence (1b) 
 
 a. Syntax of Non-Finite Control 

 
There is a great deal of converging syntactic evidence that ‘Control’ sentences 
like (1b) have a structure with the following properties: 

 
(i) The non-finite clause contains a (phonologically empty) pronominal 

subject, PRO. 
 
  (ii) This pronominal subject has to be bound. 
 
 b. Possible Syntax of (1b): [ Dave1 [ 1 [ t1 [ expects [ PRO1 to win ] ] ] 
 
 c. Predicted Truth-Conditions: 
 

If we suppose that ‘PRO’ is simply a bound pronoun, just like ‘he’ in (2c), we’ll 
end up predicting the exact same reading for (3b) 

 
[[(1b)]]w  = T  iff For all w’ ∈ Expectations(Dave,w): Dave wins in w’ 

 
 
 

So much winning!! 
… But wait…If it’s this easy… then why is there so much semantic literature on Control??... 
 
 
 
(4) Problem: Semantic Non-Equivalence of (1a) and (1b) 
 

• Contrary to first impressions, sentences (1a) and (1b) do not mean exactly the same. 
  

• In particular, their felicity differs in the following bizarre sorts of cases: 
 

a. Scenario:  
Dave is running for office, but he’s pessimistic about his chances of winning. In 
his depression, he’s getting drunk at a bar. On the TV, they play one of his 
political ads. He’s so incredibly drunk, that he doesn’t recognize himself or the ad 
on the TV. But, he’s really impressed with the ad. He says to everyone else in the 
bar: “See, that guy’s gonna win this election!” 

 
 b. Judgments: (i) Sentence (1a) is sorta OK (meh?) 
    (ii) Sentence (1b) is totally, definitely OUT! 
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(5) Some New Terminology: De Se Attitude 1 
 
 An agent x bears a de se attitude towards some content P only if: 
 a. P is ‘about’ x 
 b. x figures into P in virtue of x thinking of themselves in a ‘first personal way’ 
 
 (Definition adapted from Pearson 2016) 
  
(6) De Se Attitudes More Informally 
   

a. In a de se attitude, like that expressed by (1b), the attitude holder is consciously 
self-ascribing a particular property (e.g., the property of ‘going to win’) 

 
b. In a non-de se attitude, like that expressible by (1a), the attitude holder merely 

stands in a particular relation to a proposition involving themselves… 
… they needn’t consciously recognize that they are themselves a 
component of that propositional content… 

 
 
(7) Generalizations Invited by Facts like (4) 
 
 a. Attitude sentences with Control infinitives can only express de se attitudes. 

• Hence, the infelicity of (1b) in scenario (4a) 
 

b. Attitude sentences with finite complement need not express de se attitudes. 
• Hence, the felicity of (1a) in scenario (4a) 

 
 
(8) The Obvious Task Now How can we augment our semantics to capture (7)? 
 

• We need a theory of the truth-conditions of the de se reading for (1b). 
 

• We need to concoct a story whereby (1b) can only get those truth-conditions, while 
(1a) doesn’t (necessarily). 

 
 
2. A Formal Theory of De Se Truth-Conditions 
 
(9) David Lewis’s Insight About De Se Readings 
 

• Lewis (1979) was the first to propose that de se readings involve the (conscious) self-
ascription of a property… 

 
• 99.999% of subsequent philosophical and semantic work builds on this key idea 

																																																								
1	The term de se is Latin for ‘about oneself’. 
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(10) Introducing Doxastic Alternatives 
 
 a. Our Old Friend ‘Beliefs’, Restated: 
 
  (i) Earlier Definition:  
   

 Beliefs(x,w) = the worlds consistent with x’s beliefs in w 
 
  (ii) An Equivalent (But More Complicated) Formulation: 
 

Beliefs(x,w)      = the worlds that x (in w) thinks they could be in 
 
 b. A New ‘Game’ Involving Beliefs 
 

• To motivate ‘Beliefs’ in (10a), we imagined playing a game, where we submit 
possible worlds to an entity x and ask Could this be the world you’re in? 

 
• We could also imagine another variant on this game… 

 
o We submit to the entity x a pair consisting of a world w’ and an entity 

y from that world  
 

o We ask entity x, Given what you believe, could you be the entity y 
living in this world w’? 

 
• The set of pairs <y,w’> to which the entity x answers Yes to are (obviously) 

those pairs <y,w’> such that x (in w) thinks they could be y in w’. 
 

c. Our New Friend, ‘Doxastic Alternatives’ 
 

Dox-Alt(x,w) = the pairs <y,w’> such that x (in w) thinks they could  
be y in w’. 

 
• Note that, just like ‘Beliefs(x,w)’, ‘Dox-Alt(x,w)’ can also be used to model 

the ‘belief state’ of x in w. 
 

• Note, moreover, that is provides even richer, more fine-grained information 
than ‘Beliefs(x,w)’ 

 
o In addition to giving us the worlds that x thinks they’re in… 

 
o Dox-Alt also tells us the things in those worlds that x consciously 

identifies themselves as! 
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With all this in mind, the following seems like an attractive way of modeling the de se truth-
conditions of sentence (1b)… 
 
 
(11) Dox-Alt and De Se Attitudes 
 

[[(1b)]]w   = T iff For all <y,w’> ∈ Dox-Alt(Dave,w): y wins in w’ 
 

• These truth-conditions do not hold in scenario (4a) 
 

o After all, if we submitted to Dave a pair <y,w’> such that y wins in w’, Dave 
would (by assumption) say that he couldn’t be entity y in world w’ 

 
• But, these truth-conditions would definitely hold in a scenario where Dave thinks 

(optimistically) to himself “I am going to win” 
 

o Again, any pair <y,w’> that Dave would say ‘yes’ to in our game, must be one 
where y goes on to win! 

 
 
3. Deriving the Desired Truth-Conditions 
 
So… How can we set up things so that sentence (1b) receives the truth-conditions in (11)? 
 

• Recalling the key insight in (9) – that de se attitudes involve the (conscious) self-
ascription of a property… 

 
• …Let’s suppose that Control complements denote properties (type <s<et>>) 

 
 
(12) Lexical Semantics of ExpectControl 
 When it combines with a control complement, expect has the lexical semantics below: 
 
 [[ expect ]]w = [ λP<s<e,t>>  : [ λx : For all <y,w’> ∈ Dox-Alt(x,w): P(w’)(y) = T ] ] 
 
(13) Syntax of Control Complements 
 

• As noted above in (3a), PRO has to be bound… 
 

• However, its not bound by the matrix subject, but rather by an operator in the left-
periphery of the control complement. 2 

 
[S1 Dave1 [VP expects [CP 1 [S2 PRO1 to win ] ] ] ] 

																																																								
2	This general approach to the compositional semantics of Control is widely attributed to Chierchia (1990), 
“Anaphora and Attitudes De Se”. 
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(14) Derivation of the Desired Truth-Conditions 
 
 a. [[(13)]]w,g = T       iff (by FA, Lex.) 
 
 b. [[VP]]w,g ( Dave )  =  T     iff  (by IFA) 
 
 c. [[expects]]w,g ( [λw’ : [[CP]]w’,g ] )(Dave) = T  iff (by PA) 
 
 d. [[expects]] w,g ( [λw’: λx: [[S]]w’,g(1/x) ] )(Dave) = T  iff   (by FA, Lex., LC) 
 
 e. [[expects]] w,g ( [λw’: λx: x wins in w’] )(Dave) = T  iff (by Lex.) 
 
 f. [ λP<s<e,t>>  : [ λx : For all <y,w’> ∈ Dox-Alt(x,w): P(w’)(y) = T ] ] 
   ( [λw’: λx: x wins in w’] )(Dave) = T   iff (by LC) 
 
 g. For all <y,w’> ∈ Dox-Alt(Dave,w):  

[λw’: λx: x wins in w’](w’)(y)  = T    iff  (by LC) 
 
 h. For all <y,w’> ∈  Dox-Alt(Dave,w): y wins in w’ 
 
 
 
A Potentially Problematic Quirk of This Treatment: 
 

• Under this analysis, PRO is not directly bound by the subject… 
 

• Rather, it’s bound by an operator in the left periphery of the subordinate clause… 
 

• The understood ‘co-evaluation’ of PRO and the subject is due to the lexical semantics of 
the attitude verb (and the nature of what a ‘Doxastic Alternative’ is)… 

 
• In recent work, Landau (2015) argues that this is in conflict with the syntactic 

evidence that the subject does directly bind PRO in control sentences like (1b) 3 
 

o Landau proposes a synthesis of these two analyses, which allows us to retain the 
core of our semantic treatment above… 

 
 
 

But what about sentence (1a)?... 
 

 
 
																																																								
3 	“Direct Variable Binding and Agreement in Obligatory Control”. Available online at Lingbuzz: 
http://ling.auf.net/lingbuzz/002392 
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(15) Some Initial Thoughts on Finite Complements 
 

• In a few more classes, we’ll develop a more in-depth treatment of the reading 
sentences like (1a) get in scenarios like (4) (i.e., so-called ‘de re’ readings) 

 
• For now, though, it can be noted that our original semantics in (2c) actually does a 

pretty good job! 
 

o Note that (2c) says only that in all of Dave’s belief worlds, Dave is the 
winner. 
 

o These truth-conditions are completely agnostics as to whether Dave 
‘consciously self-identifies’ as the winner or not. 

 
o Thus, these truth-conditions would seem to hold both in scenarios with 

conscious self-identification (“I’m going to win”) and ones without it (4a). 
 

o Thus, at first glance, they’d seem to do the right job… They predict that (1a) 
will end up being construed as true in either such scenario… 

 
 
But, we’ll have much more to say about this later… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


